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INTRODUCTION TO MICROLOCAL ANALYSIS x)

by Masaki Kashiwara

§ 0. Introduction

0.1. In this lecture, we explain the micro-local point of view (i.e. the

consideration on the cotangent bundle) for the study of systems of linear

differential equations.

0.2. The importance of the cotangent bundle in analysis has been recognized
for a long time, although implicitly, for example by the following
consideration.

We consider a linear differential operator

P(x, d) Yj aJix)^ d* (d/dx-ff1 (d/dx„)an
aeNn

for a (al5..., a„), and try to find a solution to P(x, d)u(x) 0. If we

suppose that u(x) has a singularity along a hypersurface f(x) 0, then the

simplest possible form of u(x) is

u(x) c0(x)f(xf + Ci(x)/(x)s+1 +

j Then setting PJx, Ç) £ aa(x)c,a we have

i lal=m

I (0.1.1) P(x, d)u(x) s(s1)... (s — m+ l)c0(x)PJx, df)f(xf~m +
* + (s+j) - (s+j-m+l)cj(x)PJx, df)
1

+ (terms in c0,cj_1)f(x)s~j +
Therefore Pm(x,df) must be a multiple of f(x) (i.e. Pm(x, df) 0 on

1 /-1(0)). In this case, /_1(0) is called characteristic.
Thus the hypersurface /-1(0) is not arbitrary and the singularity of the

solution to Pu(x) 0 has a very special form.

*) Survey lectures given at the University of Bern in June 1984 under the
sponsorship of the International Mathematical Union.

This article has already been published in Monographie de l'Enseignement
Mathématique, N° 32, Université de Genève, 1986.
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0.3. If Pm(x, £) / 0 for any non-zero real vector Ç, then P is called an
elliptic operator. In this case, one can easily solve P(x, d)u(x) j\x) for any
f(x), at least locally. We start from the plane wave decomposition of the
8-function.

(0.3.1) 5(x) const.
œfë)

<x,Ç>"
Sn-X

where oo(^) is the invariant volume element of the sphere Sn L

By formula (0.1.1), we can solve

P(x, d)K(x, y)
(<x,^>-<y^>r 9

by setting K(x, y) £ Cj(<x, — <y, ti>)m~n+j and determining Cj

recursively. Then K(x, y) const K(x, y, ^)co(^) satisfies

P(x, d)K(x, y) ö(x-y)

by (0.3.1).

If we set u(x) K(x, y)f(y)dy then u(x) satisfies P(x, d)u(x) f(x).

In fact

P(x, d)u(x) P(x, d)K(x, y)f(y)dy S(x-y)f(y)dy f(x).

0.4. By these considerations, M. Sato recognized explicitly the importance
of the cotangent bundle by introducing the singular spectrum of functions
and microfunctions [Sato]. For a real analytic manifold M, let séM be the
sheaf of real analytic functions and the sheaf of hyperfunctions. Let
7i : T*M - M be the cotangent bundle of M. Then he constructed the sheaf

of microfunctions and an exact sequence

sp0 -+ -* n^M -y 0.

The action of a differential operator P(x, d) on extends to the action
on ^m-

Moreover P:-* M is an isomorphism outside

{(x,Z,)ET*M;Pm(x,Ç)0}.
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0.5. In the situation of §0.2, u(x)c0(x)f(xf + satisfies supp sp(n(x))

{±df(x)}.Therefore Pm(x,df) must be zero if - 0. In fact

otherwise the bijectivity of P: implies sp(u) — 0.

0.6. Such a method of studying functions or differential equations locally

on the cotangent bundle is called microlocal analysis. After Sato's discovery

of microfunctions, microlocal analysis was studied intensively in Sato-Kawai-

Kashiwara [SKK].

Also L. Hörmander [H] worked in the case. Since then, microlocal

analysis has been one of the most fundamental tools in the theory of

linear partial differential equations.

§ 1. Systems of Differential Equations (See [O], [Bj])

1.1. Let X be a complex manifold. A system of linear differential equations

can be written in the form

No

(1.1.1) X Pij(x, d)uj 0 i 1, 2,..., N!
j= i

Here wl9..., uNo denote unknown functions and the Py(x, 3) are differential

operators on X. The holomorphic function solutions of (1.1.1) are simply
; the kernel of the homomorphism

; (1.1.2) P:(9f^(9^
which assigns (v1,..., vNl) to (u1,..., uNo), where vt ^ Pij(x, d)uj.

j
Let us denote by the ring of differential operators with holo-

1 morphic coefficients. Then

i (1.1.3) P:3NX> ->@NX°

given by {Ql9...,QNl) to (Wfl>-W^0) is a left ^-linear homo-

i: morphism. If we denote by Jl the cokernel of (1.1.3), then Jt becomes a

left ^-module and Qx) is the kernel of (1.1.2). This means

that the set of holomorphic solutions to Pu 0 depends only on M.

For this reason we mean by a system of linear differential equations

a left ^-module.
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1.2. Let us take a local coordinate system (xls,.., x„) of X. Then any
differential operator P can be written in the form

(1.2.1) P(x, 5) X fla(x)da
aeNn

where da d^'/dx"1 dx*n, | a | a1 + + a„ and the aa(x) are holo-
morphic functions. For je N, we set

PjM X aJrtPn
M=j

where ^ and we call {Pj(x,Q} the tota/ symbol of P. The

largest m such that Pm =£ 0 is called the order of P and Pm is called the

principal symbol of P and denoted by a(P).
Let us denote by T*X the cotangent bundle of X, and let

(x1(..., £„)

be the associated coordinates of T*X. It is a classical result that if we
consider a(P) as a function on T*X, then this does not depend on our
choice of the local coordinate system (xx,..., x„).

1.3. Let M be a real analytic manifold, and X its complexification, e.g.,

M R" c= X C". Let P be a differential operator on X. When
cr(P) (x, £) 7^ 0 for (x, y eR" x (R"\{0}), P is called an elliptic differential

operator. In this case, we have the following result.

Proposition 1.3.1. If u is a hyperfunction (or distribution) on M
and Pu is real analytic, then u is real analytic. More precisely if we

denote by sé the sheaf of real analytic functions on M and by &
(resp. Qib) the sheaf of hyperfunctions (resp. distributions) on M, then

P : -> (resp. P : @b/stf -> SJb/srf is a sheaf isomofphism.

This suggests that if a(P) (x, £) ^ 0, we can consider the inverse P_1

in a certain sense. Since (x, £) is a point of the cotangent bundle, P"1
is attached to the cotangent bundle.

In fact, as we shall see in the sequel, we can construct a sheaf of rings

$x on T*X such that $)x c= n^Sx, where n is the canonical projection
T*X - X. Moreover if P e Q)x satisfies a(P) (x, £) ^ 0 at a point (x, £) e T*X,
then P"1 exists as a section of Sx on a neighborhood of (x, £).

This can be compared to the analogous phenomena for polynomial
rings, as shown in the following table.
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C[X!,-, X„]
C" T*X

the sheaf ©c» °f
holomorphic functions $X

§ 2. Micro-differential Operators (See [SKK], [Bj], [S], [K2])

21 Let Xbean n-dimensional complex manifold and let nx : T*X - X

be the cotangent bundle of X. Let us take a local coordinate system

!(x X of X and the associated coordinates {xx,xn;t,l9 -, sJ 0

For a' differential operator P, let {Pj(x,Ç)}be the total symbol of P as in

§ 1.2. We sometimes write P EPj(x, d).

Let Q Z<2 (x, d) be another differential operator. Set an

R PQ. Then the total symbols {S/} and } of R and S are given

explicitly by

(2.1.1) SJ PJ +

(2.1.2) *,= E ^V ' 7= »+Ir-!r»l OC Il=j+k-,
aeNn

where d\ WW1 -WW"andd% WW1 -
'

The total symbol {Pj{x,ofa differential operator behaves as follows

: under coordinate transformations. Let (xi, xn) and (x"i, xn) be two local

; coordinate systems. Let (£,,,..., £,„) and (|i, -, 1„) be related by

I i.e. (xx,..., x„; > •••> £») and (x~1; -, x„; I,,-,?„) are the associated local
1 coordinate systems of the cotangent bundle T*X. Let be a differential

operator on X and let {Pj(x,0}and be the total symbols of

with respect to the local coordinate systems (x^,—,x„) and (xl5—, x„),

respectively. Then one has

(2.1.3) Pi(*>I)

y <?, d%lx> <1, Ç)

v.«,-.,. v ax av
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Here the indices run over je Z, v g N, al9..., av g N" such that
I QCi I,..., I ocv I ^ 2 and / j + v - | oq | - - | ocv |. For ß g N", <1, d*x>
denotes ^jd^Xj.

j

2.2. The total symbol {Pj(x, Q} of a differential operator is a polynomial
in £,. We shall define microdifferential operators by admitting Pj to be

holomorphic in E,.

For XeC, let &T*x(ty be the sheaf of homogeneous holomorphic functions
of degree X on T*X, i.e., holomorphic functions f(x, Ej) satisfying

ÇZSjd/dîj-XWx,® 0.

Definition 2.2.1. For XeC we define the sheaf S'xiX) on T*X by

ßI {(Px_,(x, ^.eN ; P,_je T(Q; -;))
and satisfies the following conditions (2.2.1)}

(2.2.1) for any compact subset K of Q, there exists a 0 such that

SUP I p\-j I < Ckj'C/!) for all j > 0
K

Remark. The growth condition (2.2.1) can be explained as follows. For
a differential operator P ZP7(x, d), we have

P(x, d)«x,Ç> +pfZPj(x, 3_EM_(<X,

For P {Px-j(x, £)) g <f(À,) we set, by analogy

p(<x,t>+Pr

Then the growth condition (2.2.1) is simply the condition "that the right
hand side converges when 0 < | <x, £> + p | « 1.

Now, we have the following

Proposition 2.2.2 ([SKK], Chap. II, § 1, [Bj] Chap. IV, § 1).

(0) S'xiX) contains S^jX—m) as a subsheaffor me N.

(1) Patching by rule (2.1.3) under coordinate transformations, S'xiX) becomes

a sheaf defined globally on T*X.
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(2) By rule(2.1.1), é'xCk) is a sheaf of C-vector space on T*X.

(3) By rule (2.1.2), we can define the "product" homomorphism :

Sx(^) ® $x(n) <^x(X l0>

c

which satisfies the associative law.

(4) Inparticular, #*(0) and Sf u S°x(m) become sheaves of non
meZ

commutative) rings on T*X, with a unit.

The unit is given by (Pfix, £)) with Pj 1 /or j 0 and Pj 0

for j ¥= 0.

We define the homomorphism

by

Then, is a well-defined homomorphism on T*X (i.e. compatible with

coordinate transformation) and we have an exact sequence

0 - Sx{\-1) - £x(X) 3 (9t*x(X) - 0.

Now we have the following proposition, which says that the ring Sx

is a kind of localization of $)x.

Proposition 2.2.3.

(1) For PeS{X) and Q e <%i), we have <jx+il{PQ) ax(P)aM(g).

(2) ([SKK] Chap. II, Thm. 2.1.1) If PeSfk) satisfies Gx(P){q)J=0 at

qeT*X, then there exists Qe^(-X) such that PQ QP 1.

The relations between Sx and Q)x are summarized in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.2.4 ([SKK], Chap. II, § 3).

(i) êx contains k~x^x as a subring and is flat over

(ii) êx I T*x ~ Qsx, where T %X is the zero section of T*X.

(iii) For a coherent Q>x-module M, the characteristic variety of Ji
coincides with the support of Sx ® nx^Jt.

nX 1@x
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§ 3. The Algebraic Properties of g (See [SKK], [Bj])

3.1. In the preceding section, we introduced the notion of micro-differential
operators. The ring S of micro-differential operators has nice algebraic
properties similar to those of the ring of holomorphic functions.

Let us recall some definitions of finiteness properties.

Definition 3.1.1. Let s/ be a sheaf of rings on a topological space S.

(1) An j/-module Ji is called of finite type (resp. of finite presentation)
if for any point x e X there exists a neighborhood U and an exact
sequence 0 <- Ji\ v <- stfp\v (resp. 0 «- Ji\ v <- s/p\ v <- jgq\v).

(2) Ji is called pseudo-coherent, if any submodule of finite type defined on
an open subset is of finite presentation. If Ji is pseudo-coherent and of
finite type, then Ji is called coherent.

(3) Ji is called Noetherian if Ji satisfies the following properties :

(a) Ji is coherent.

(b) For any x e X, Jix is a Noetherian j/x-module (i.e. any increasing
sequence of j^-submodules is stationary).

(c) For any open subset U, any increasing sequence of coherent
(sé I jj-submodules of Ji | v is locally stationary.

As for the sheaf of holomorphic functions, we have

Theorem 3.1.1 ([SKK] Chap. II, Thm. 3.4.1, Prop. 3.2.7). Let T*X
denote the complement of the zero section in T*X.
(1) $x and <fjr(0) are Noetherian rings on T*X.
(2) $x is flat over 7ü_1^x.

(3) êZ(À,) 17°*x is a Noetherian Sx{0) | T*x'm°dule.

(4) For p g T*X, êx(0)p is a local ring with the residual field C.

(5) A coherent Sx~module is pseudo-coherent over <fx(0).

§ 4. Variants of g (See [SKK], [Bj], [S])

4.1. We have defined the sheaf of rings ê. However we can introduce
other sheaves of rings, similar to g, which makes the theory transparent.
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4.2. The sheaf Slim £/<g(-m)iscalled the sheaf of formal micro-

meN

differential operators. This is nothing but the sheaf similar to <f, obtained

by dropping the growth condition (2.2.1).

4.3. We can define the sheaf S of micro-differential operators of infinite

order ([SKK]). For an open Q c= Cn, we set

r(Q ; Sn {{pj)jez; Pj e r(Q; &T*x(j))

satisfying the following conditions (4.3.1) and (4.3.2)}.

(4.3.1) For any compact set K a £2, there is a CK > 0 such that

sup I pj I ^ CKj(-j) for j < 0.
K

(4.3.2) For any compact set K a Q and any s > 0, there exists a

CK £ > 0 such that

g-j

sup I Pj\<CKyt— for j > 1.

K J

4.4. We can also define the sheaf êR on T*X by jTfyA(05?x"i)). (See

; [KS] Chap. II, [SKK]). Here n dim X, (9{ffxn)x is the sheaf of holomorphic
I forms on I x I which are n-forms with respect to the second variable,

and |iA is the micro-localization with respect to the diagonal set of X x X
j (See [SKK] Chap. II for the details).

i 4.5. We have Sx a Sx <= $x Œ • Moreover, ix ê\ and Sx are

# faithfully flat over Sx. The sheaf Sx is Noetherian. The sheaf <fR contains
« $x(kys compatible with the multiplication.

4.6. If we denote by y the projection map T*X - T*X/C*, then Rjy*$R 0

for j # 0 and S y~1y^SR.

4.7. In [SKK], S, and are denoted by 0>f, & and

4.8. To explain the differences between ê, <f°°, êR and #, we shall take the

following example. Let X be a complex manifold and Y a hypersurface of X.
We shall take local coordinates (xl5..., xn) of X such that Y is given by
xl 0. The ^x-module ^x/^xx1 + £ @xdj *s denoted by &Y\x- Set

j> i
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V>Y\X — ®X yy Y\X^Y\X — VxWVy\x >

n~1S>x Sx

^Yjx $X ® ^Y\X âlld &Y\X ~ ^X ® ^>Y\X •

Sx Sx

Then we have, setting p (0, dx1), x0 0

%y\x,p {a +blogx±; ae<Px>X0[l/xi], e &x,X0}/&x,X0

«Px.^[l/xi Wx,X0)®
$Y\x,p {a +blog x1;as &x<X(^\/x{\, be

{0x,X0[MxAI®x,X0)®Vx\y,x„-

Here SX\Y lim &x/x(9x is the sheaf of formal power series in the

xY-direction.

%y\x,p {a +blogXi ; a e (jJ~lC>x)x0, b e &x,X0}/&x,X0

where j is the open embedding X\Y c> X.

«V, Hm &

u

Here U ranges over the set of open subsets of the form

{xeX;\x\ < 8, Re xx < s Im xj
4.8. If we use Sx, the structure of «^-modules becomes simpler. We just
mention two theorems in this direction.

Theorem 4.8.1 ([KK] Thm. 5.2.1). Let M be a holonomic Sx-module.

Then there exists a (unique) regular holonomic Sx-module such that

<f* 0 Ji (T00 ® e/#reg
Sx Sx

Theorem 4.8.2 ([SKK] Chap. II, Thm. 5.3.1). Let X and Y be

complex manifolds and let T$Y be the zero section of T*Y. If M
is an êXxY-module whose support is contained in T*X x T£7, then there

exists a (locally) coherent êx-module f£ suchthat

<ff>xr ® ® (<£®(9y).
Sx X Y Sx xY

Here ® denotes the exterior tensor product. (See § 8).
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§ 5. The Vanishing Cycle Sheaf

1.1. Let M be a real manifold and f\M-> R a continuous map. For a

sheaf F on M, *,(^) I is called the O'-th) vanishing cycle sheaf

of SF. Here R+ {t e R; t ^ 0}. This measures how the cohomology groups

of change across the fibers of /. Its algebro-geometric version is studied

by Grothendieck-Deligne ([D]).

5.2. Let (X, (9X) be a complex manifold. Let / : X -> R be a C°°-map and

consider the vanishing cycle sheaf ^}-1(r+)($x) I f~no)- ^et s sect^on

0f /- !(0) - T*X given by df. Then we have

Proposition 5.2.1 ([KS1] §3, [K2] §4.2). +)($*) I f~no) has a

structure of an s~ x-module.

Let P be a differential operator. If a(P) does not vanish on s(f H^)),

then P has an inverse in s_1^x by Proposition 2.2.3. Therefore we obtain

Corollary 5.2.2. If a(P) | s/-i(0) 7^ 0? then

P: xe'3r 1r+(0x) I /-1(0) Jf'rHR+)(^x) I f~H0}

is bijective.

5.3. More generally, let Jt be a coherent ^x-module, and set

Rjfom2x{Ji, (9X).

Then the preceding corollary shows that

RT^-ir+CJO I /-1(G) 0 if s(/_1(0)) n ChMO 0
Here Ch^ denotes the characteristic variety of M.

I 5.4. To consider vanishing cycle sheaves is very near to the "microfocal"

consideration. In this direction, see [K-S2].

§ 6. Micro-Differential Operators
AND THE SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE ON THE COTANGENT BUNDLE

I 6.1. The ring êx is a non-commutative ring. This fact gives rise to new
I phenomena which are not shared by commutative rings such as the ring of
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holomorphic functions. They are also closely related to the symplectic
structure of the cotangent bundle.

6.2. Let us recall the symplectic structure on the cotangent bundle.
Let Qx denote the canonical 1-form on the cotangent bundle T*X of a

complex manifold. Then dQxgives the symplectic structure on T*X. The
Hamiltonian map H:T*(T*X)^ T(T*X) is given by

(6.1.1) <ri, v> <dQx,\AH{j])>for r| e
and v e T(T*X).

For a function / on T*X, H(df) is denoted by Hf and the Poisson
bracket {f g] is defined as Hj(g). If we denote by 3C the Euler vector
field (i.e. the infinitesimal action of C* on T*X), then we have

With a local coordinate system (xj,..., xofand the associated local
coordinate system {xl,..., x„; of we have

6.3. This structure is deeply related to the ring of micro-differential operators.
The first relation between them appears in the following

« H(-9X).

0x YAAj >

d%x YAjdx^

H : d^j I— d/dXj, dxj — d/d^

Proposition 6.3.1. For P e S(k) and Q e <%), set

[P,ß] P^(k + p— 1).

Then

^+K-i(LP,Q1) {a,(P), aM(ß)}
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An analytic subset V of T*X is called involutive if /\v ~ d\v - ®

implies {/, g} | v 0.

The following theorem exhibits a phenomenon which has no analogue

in the commutative case.

Theorem 6.3.2 ([G]). Let M be a coherent Sx-module defined on an

open subset Q of f*X and let & be a <fx(0)| ^-module which is a

union of coherent êx(0)-modules. Then V {p e £2; is not coherent over

$x(0) on any neighborhood of p] is an involutive analytic subset of

Corollary 6.3.3 ([SKK] Chap. II, Theorem 5.3.2, [M]). For any

coherent Sx-module M, Supp Jt is involutive.

Since any involutive subset has codimension less than or equal to

dim X, we have

Corollary 6.3.4. The support of a coherent $x-module has codimension

^ dim X.

After some algebraic calculation, this implies

Theorem 6.3.5 ([SKK] Chap. II, Theorem 5.3.5). For any point p g T*X,
iXj has a global cohomological dimension dim X.

6.4. An analytic subset A of T*X is called Lagrangean if A is involutive
and dim A dim X. A coherent (^-module is called holonomic if its support
is Lagrangean.

§ 7. Quantized Contact Transformations

7.1. In the previous section, we saw that the symplectic structure of

: T*X is closely related to micro-differential operators via the relation of
J commutator and Poisson bracket. In this section, we shall explain another

I relation.

Definition 7.2.1. Let X and Y be complex manifolds of the same
dimension. A morphism cp from an open subset U of T*X to T*7 is
called a homogeneous symplectic transformation if (p*0y 0X:.
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We can easily see the following

(7.2.1) If cp is a homogeneous symplectic transformation, then cp is a local

isomorphism and is compatible with the action of C*.

(7.2.2) Assume Y C" and let (yx,..., yn; r\1,..., rj„) be the coordinates of
T*Y, so that 0y

Set pj r[j o cp and q-j yj ° (p. Then we have

(7.2.3.1) {pj,pk} {qj,qk} 0,{pj,qk} 8jJt for k 1

(7.2.3.2) pj is homogeneous of degree 1 and ^ is homogeneous of degree 0

with respect to the fiber coordinates.

(7.2.4) Conversely assume that functions {q±,..., qn, p1,..., pn} on U a T*X
satisfy (7.2.3.1) and (7.2.3.2). Then the map cp: U - T*Y, given by

U 3xI-»(<Ji(x),..., g„(x); p,(x),..., p„(x)) e T*Y

is a homogeneous symplectic transformation. We call {qx,..., qn; pY %..., p„)
a homogeneous symplectic coordinate system.

Theorem 7.2.2 ([SKK] Chap. II § 3.2, [K2] § 2.4, [Bj] Chap. 4 § 6).

Let cp : T*X D U -> T* Y he a homogeneous symplectic transformation,
fet px be a point of U and set pY ty(Px)- Then we have

(a) There exists an open neighborhood U' of px and a C-algebra

isomorphism <P : cp - 1SY | v. -+ $x I v (we ca^ (9> <&) a quantized contact

transformation

(b) If cD: <p~1(fY $x\u î5 a C-algebra homomorphism 'then for any

m, <D gives an isomorphism cp_1<fy(m) ^xim)\ u- Moreover the

following diagram commutes :

<p~ Vy(m) %

I I
(p

(c) Let O and <£' be two C-algebra homomorphisms <p~1$Y -> Sx\ u-
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Then there exist XeC, a neighborhood U' of and S"x('k))

such that ct,(P) is invertible and

<£>'(£) pa>(ô)P_1 for getp 1ßY\v

Moreover Xis unique and P is unique up to constant multiple.

(d) Let Y C" and let U be an open subset of T*X.

If P, er(l/;<?*(!)) and QjeT{U; <?x(0)) (1 <Kn) satisfy

(7.2.5) IPJ, Pu] lQ0

IPj, Qui <>jU

then there exists a unique quantized contact transformation (cp, <t>) such that

cp(p) (af/öi) (p),..., a0(ß„) (p), vfPi) (P), -, <*i(A) (p)),

and Wyj) Pj-
We call {Q1,-,Q„,Pi,-,Pn} quantized canonical coordinates.

7.3. We shall give several examples of quantized contact transformations.

Example 7.3.1. If P{5) is a constant coefficient micro-differential operator

of order 1, then

(Xi + [\P, ^2 "h £P5 ^2!' •••' Xn "h C-P? Xnh> dxi 5 ^x„)

gives quantized canonical coordinates.

Example 7.3.2. More generally if P is a micro-differential operator of

order 1 and exp tHai{P) exists, then exp tP gives a quantized contact

transformation by solving the equation — ®t(ß) [P, ®Xß)] with the initial

condition ®,(ß) Q for t 0.

Example 7.3.3. (Paraboloidal transformation [K2] p. 36). Set

X C1+" {M)gC X C"},

Q {(t, x; t, Ç) e T*X; x # 0}, G Sp(n; C)

{0 e GL(2n; C);tgJg J} with J _° J

quantized contact transformation

given by
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Ôx I— CLÔX — ßxdt

x ^ ydxd r1 + Sx

dt i—>•

t t + ^{<dx, 'yadx> d,~2 + <dx, fyßx> df1

+ <'yßx, dx> ôf1 + <x, r8ßx>}.

Then we have <Fflf?.

§ 8. Functorial Properties of Micro-Differential Modules
(See [SKK])

8.1. External Tensor Product.

Let X and Y be complex manifolds and let p1 and p2 be the projections
T*(X x Y) -+ T*X and T*(X xY) -> T* Y, respectively. Then ix x y contains
PÏ1&x ® P21$y as a subring. For an ^-module ^ and an ^-module

c

we define the Sx x y-module Ji 0 Jf by

(8.1.1) ® -/F iXxY ® (pï1Ji ® p2
^Jf}.

-1 -1 c
P1 &x ® P2 &Y

Then one can easily see

Proposition 8.1.1.

(i) M ® Jf is an exact functor in Ji and in Jf and Supp (Ji®jf)
Supp Ji x Supp Jf.

(ii) If Ji is incoherent and Jf is iY-coherent, then * Ji ® Jf is

Sx x y-coherent.

8.2. For a complex submanifold Y of a complex manifold X of codimension I,

the sheaf lim ixt 1&X{(9XIfm, &x) has a natural structure of ^-module,
m

which is denoted by Here is the defining ideal of Y. The homo-

morphism (9Y -> ixtlffx{0Y, &lx) &x ® &y\x giyes the canonical section
Ox

c(Y,X) of Qlx (g> 0&y\x- If we take local coordinates (x1?..., x„) of X such
Ox

that Y is defined by x% xl 0, then we have
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@Y\X@xXj + Ij^l j>l

If we denote by 5 the canonical generator of the left hand side, then

c(Y, X) corresponds to dxx A A dxx ® 5. We set

$x & ^ •

n~

Therefore locally we have

^Y\x $X/^Ej $xxj + X ^x®] -

j^d j>d

Then <£nx is a coherent <f*-module whose support is T$X.

8.3. For an invertible ^-module Se, has a natural
§X Gx

structure of sheaves of rings, by the composition rule

(s®P®s®"1)°(s®ô®s®~1) s ® ® s®"1

for an invertible section sof if and P, ße
Then the category Mod (Sx)of left ^-modules and the category

Mod (if® Sx®if®"1) of left (if ® ® if®" ^-modules are equi-
(fx ffx

valent by the functor

Mod (<?*) a ,// if ® MeMod (if ® <fx ® if®"1).
'x Gx Gx

8.4. Let co* be the canonical sheaf on X, i.e. the sheaf of differential

forms with top degree. Let a be the antipodal map of T*X, i.e. the

multiplication by —1. Then we have the anti-ring isomorphism.

(8.4.1) co* ® êx ® cof _1 a~1êx.
<9x Gx

This homomorphism is given by using a local coordinate system (x1,..., xn)

as follows. For P X-P/x, d) e Sx we define P* YFT(x> ^)> called the

formal adjoint of P ([SKK] Chap. II, Th. 1.5.1), by

(8.4.2) PT(x,-i;)I ^ dldlPfx, y.
J=I-W a!

aeNn

This is well-defined and satisfies

(8.4.3) (P*f P
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(8.4.4) (PQ)* Q*P*

Then the isomorphism (8.4.1) is given by

(8.4.5) dx ® P ® (dx)®_1 f-» P*

where dx dx1 A A dxnecox. This is independent of coordinate
transformations.

8.5. The isomorphism (8.4.1) can be explained as follows. Let Ax be the

diagonal set of X x X, and let pj be the j-th projection from T%x{X x X)
to T*X for j 1, 2. Then the pj are isomorphisms and p2 ° PÏ1 a-

Let Qj be the ;-th projection from T*(X x X) to X(j= 1, 2). Then c{Ax, X x X)

gives the canonical section of ® ^ax\x*x'• Since ^Ax\Xxx *s a

PÏ^'é'x-module, this section gives a homomorphism

Pi %$X * Ql 1(% ® ^AxlXxX-

It turns out that this is an isomorphism and the right multiplication of

(9X on Sx corresponds to the ^-module structure of q2 1cox- ® %>ax\xxx

via q2. Thus we obtain q2 &x

Pi 1((ÖX ® $X ® ^X #1 1(ÙX ® ^AxlXxX-

This last being isomorphic to p21$x, we obtain

(Ox ® $x ® 1
* PiPi lé>x — a 1S'X

Ox Ox

8.6. By 8.3 and 8.4, if Jt is a left <fx([/-module for an open set U of

T*X, then (% ® a~1Jt is a right (<fX|a[7)-module.
Ox

8.7. For a left coherent <fx-module Jt, Sxtjgx {Jt, Sx) is a right coherent

(^-module. Therefore Sxtjêx{Jt, é?x) ® cof_1 is a left ^-module by §*8.6.
Ox

If ^ is holonomic then SxtjSx {Jt, $x) 0 for j ^ n dim X (See [SKK],
[Kl]). Set Jt* Sxtnêx{Jt, <ox) ® cof_1. Then Jt* is also a holonomic

Ox

Sx-module.
We call Jt* the dual system of Jt. We have Jt** Jt, and Jt f— Jt*

is an exact contravariant functor on the category of holonomic (^-modules.
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8.8. Let X and Y be complex manifolds, and let py : T*(X

and p :T*{XxY)-» T*Ybethe canonical projections. Let p \ denote

p2oa.2Let Jf be a left ^.-module defined on an open subset of

T*(XxY). Then, by §8.6, roy ® X has a structure of (py <M-
V

0Y

bi-module. For an <fy-module Jf,

ur pu((% ® JO ® PL1^)
0y a-1

p 2

has a structure of ^-module. We have the following

Theorem 8.8.1. LetQ, Ux andUY be open subsets of T*(XxY),

T*X and T*Y, respectively. Let Jfbe a coherent (S'x x y I n)-module and

Jf a coherent (S\ | UY)-module. Assume

(i) Pi : PT 1JJxnSuPP ^ n PL1 SuPP ux is a fimte

Then we have

fa) STorpl'2 1<?Y ® P2 1«^0 Ip^t/x ^ for J ^
./ 0Y

i (b) Jt Pi*((coy ® Jf) ® pr'^lux is a coherent ^module.
0y " ia~ 1

P2 &Y

(c) Supp JlUxnpy (Supp
1 Supp Jf).

We denote pu((©y ®® lj/) bY
0Y

p 2

Jf °Jf.

8.9. Let / : X-* Ybe a holomorphic map and let A be the graph of /,
i.e. {(x, f(x)) e X x Y;xeX}, then Jf x r is a coherent Sx x y-module

whose support is TffXxY). Now let S be the canonical map

-> T*X and p the projection X x T*Y. Then we have the following
y

diagram

T*X X x T*Y T* Y

(8.9.1) id l\ id.

T*X r*f(x x y) <Y* y
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We set êx-+Y cûy (g) #A/|xxy and consider this as a sheaf on X x T*y
0Y Y

by the above isomorphism. Then SX^Y is a (65_1^, p~ Vy)-bi-module.
For an <fy-module Jf,

® p~ 1t/F).
P_1<?y

We shall denote this by f*JT and call it the pull-back of Jf. Then
Theorem 8.8.1 reads as follows.

Theorem 8.9.1. Let Ux and UY be open subsets of T*X and

T* Y, respectively. Let Jf be a coherent (SY | jfi-module. Assume

(i) p^1 (Supp JA) n c<bf1(Ux) - Ux is a finite morphism.

Then we have

(a) ffor9f Sy (Sx^y, Jf) 0 for j J 0.

(b) Ji c5® Pflj^)\ux is a coherent Sx-module.

P/ lSy

(c) Supp M cOfPj1 Supp Jf r\Ux.

8.10. Similarly let g:Y - X be a holomorphic map and let Ag be the

graph of g, i.e. {(g(y), y)e X x Y ; y e Y}. Then we have the isomorphisms

T*X £ y x T*X ^ T*Y

(8.10.1) || 1! || id.

T*X <- T% (X x Y) T*Y

We set &X+-Y ö)y®^Äg|xxy and regard this as a sheaf on YxT*X.
0Y

9
X

Then SX^.Y is a ® ~ Vy)-bi-module. For an ^y-module Jf we have

We shall denote this by

and we have

Afl|X x y ° Jf — RP*® 1($X<-Y ® ® 1Jf)
a-Vy

«yF. Then Theorem 8.8.1 applies to this case
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Theorem 8.10.1. Let Ux andUY be open subsets of T*X and

T*Y, respectively. Let Jf be a coherent (<Sy | Uy)-module. Assume

(i) pg: S ;'(Supp Jf) n P9HUx) -> Ux is a finite morphism.

Then we have

(a) 0 for j 0.

(b) Jl Pg*(<?x^Y® is a coherent v

&g S Y

(c) Supp JlPff(ô5
~1 Supp JTnUx).

§ 9. Regularity Conditions (See [KK], [K-O])

9.1. Let us recall the notion of regular singularity of ordinary differential

equations. Let P(x, d) £ aj(x)di be a linear differential operator in one
j^m

variable x. We assume that the afx) are holomorphic on a neighborhood of

x 0. Then we say that the origin 0 is a regular singularity of 0 if

(*) ordx 0a/x) > ord^=0am(x) - (m-j).

Here ordx=0 means the order of the zero. In this case, the local structure

of the equation is very simple. In fact, the ^-module 3>X/&XP is a direct

sum of copies of the following modules :

®x3>xl3>xd, @{0)\x ®xl®xx, meN),

Jx/Jx(xd)m+lx (meN), (meN).

If we denote by u the canonical generator, then we have Pu 0.

By multiplying either a power of dora power of x, we obtain

£ bfx) (xd)Ju 0
t=o

co N — 1

with bN(x) 1. Hence 3F — (9(xdYu £ (9(xdYu is a coherent 0-sub-
j=o j—o

module of M which satisfies (xö)^ c «f. We shall generalize this property
to the case of several variables.

o

9.2. Let X be a complex manifold, Q an open subset of T*X and V
a closed involutive complex submanifold of Q. Let us define
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ßv {ueS(1)|0; a^ly 0}

and let Sv be the subring of Sx\ n generated by fv. For a coherent
S^-module Jt, a coherent sub-<^(0)-module of is called a totice of
Jl ii Jl êxL£. The following proposition is easily derived from the fact
that <^(0) is a Noetherian ring.

Proposition 9.2.1 ([K-O] Theorem 1.4.7). Let Jl be a coherent

$x\ a-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) For any point psQ, there is a lattice Jl0 of Jl on a neigh¬
borhood of p such that ßyJl^ Jl0.

(2) For any open subset U of LI and for any coherent S(0)-submodule if
of Jl\U9 SVF£ is coherent over <^(0) | v.

Definition 9.2.2. If the equivalent conditions of the preceding proposition
are satisfied, then we say that Jl has regular singularities along V.

Remark that if Jl has regular singularity along V, then the support of Jl
is contained in V. Let us denote by IRv(Jl) the set of points p such that
Jl has no regular singularities along V on any neighborhood of p.

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Gabber's
Theorem 6.3.2.

Theorem 9.2.3. IRv(Jl) is an involutive analytic subset of Jl.
In fact, if we take a lattice M0 of Jl, then T*X\IRv(Jl) is the largest

open subset on which SvJl0 is coherent over <f(0).

9.3. If an ^-module Jl has regular singularities along an involutive sub-
manifold V then Jl is, roughly speaking, constant along the bicharacteristics
of V. More precisely, let Y and Z be complex manifolds and X Y x Z.
Let z0eZ and let j be the inclusion map Y c» X by y i— (y, z0). Then we
have

Theorem 9.3.1. Let Jl be a coherent $x-module. Assume that M
has regular singularities along T*Y x T|Z. Then Jl is isomorphic to

fJl ® (9Z.

Note that any involutive submanifold V of T*X with 0X | v ^ 0 is

transformed by a homogeneous symplectic transformation to the form
T*Y x T%Z.
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9.4. Noting that any nowhere dense closed analytic subset of a Lagrangean

variety is never involutive, Theorem 9.2.3 implies the following theorem.

Theorem 9.4.1. Let M be a holonomic Sx-module. Then the following

conditions are equivalent.

(i) There exists a Lagrangean subvariety A such that Jt has regular

singularities along A.

(ii) For any involutive subvariety A which contains Supp Jt, Jt has

regular singularities along A.

(iii) There exists an open dense subset Q of Supp Jt such that Jt
has regular singularities along Supp Jt on Q.

If these equivalent conditions are satisfied, we say that Jt is a regular

holonomic ^-module.

The following properties are almost immediate.

Theorem 9.4.2.

(i) Let 0 Jt' -> Jt - Jt" - 0 be an exact sequence of three coherent

ix-modules. If two of them are regular holonomic then so is the third.

(ii) If Jt is regular holonomic, its dual Jt* is also regular holonomic.

We just mention another analytic property of regular holonomic modules,

which generalizes the fact that a formal solution of an ordinary differential
I equation with regular singularity converges.

Theorem 9.4.3 ([KK] Theorem 6.1.3). If Jt and Jf are regular

; holonomic Sx-modules, then Sxt^x(Jt, JT) —• S'xt^x{Jt, $x ® Jt") and
l Sx

J ixt'gSM, JT) -» SxtJgx(J(, <g> Jf\areisomorphisms.
Sx

§ 10. Structure of Regular Holonomic ^-Modules
(See [SKK], [KK])

j 10.1. Let A be a Lagrangean submanifold of T*X. We define /A and

I iA as in § 9.2.
I Then 1) 1) is a two-sided ideal of and

is a sheaf of rings which contains 0A(O) ^(0)/</A(—1), the sheaf of

homogeneous functions on A.
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Let us take an invertible 0A-module if such that if®2 coA ® cof-1.
Ox

Such an ££ exists at least locally. For F Fj(x, d) + P0(x, d) + e /we define, for <p e (9Kandan invertible section s of

1 Lhp (s®2®d/ im M - {»„M + 5,-^r + {p.-2155Ê).
Here dx dx1 A A dxn e <% and s®2 ® dx is regarded as a section
of coA. The Lie derivative LHp of HPi operates on coA as the first order

differential operators so that LHp (s®2®dx) is a section of coA and

Lfl. (s®2<g)dx)/s®2 ® dx is a function on A.
M
We thus obtain L. fA $ndc(££). Then this does not depend on the

choice of local coordinate system and moreover it extends to the ring
homomorphism L: SA - <fndc(if). Since the image is contained in the
differential endomorphism of if, we obtain the ring homomorphism
L:SA if ® ^A <g> if®"1.

®A <?A

Proposition 10.1.1. Py L,SA/SA{ — 1) coincides with the subsheaf of
& ® ® 3?®1 consisting of differential endomorphisms of if homo-

0A ®A

geneous of degree 0.

If we take

/a e 3) + ffolX d) + —

such that d$x —Qx mod Ijfl1 and

2S&A 8»("'0mOd-'*

then L(ff) gives the Euler operator of if. Such a 0 is unique modulo

/a(-1) ^A(-I) n <?x(l).

10.2. Let J be a regular holonomic ^-module whose support is A.
Let Ji0 be a coherent sub-<^A-module of M which generates M. Such an
J(q is called a saturated lattice of M. Then Ji is an
SJSA( — l)-module, which is coherent over 0A(O).

Since a coherent sheaf with integrable connection is locally free, we have

Lemma 10.2.1. M is a locally free (9A(0)-module offinite rank.
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Since & belongs to the center of D, » can be considered as an

endomorphism of which is a locally constant shea

on A. Its eigenvalues are called the order of M with respect to Jt*.

10.3. Let us take a section G c C of C -» C/Z. Then there exists a unique

saturated lattice Jt0such that the orders of M with respect t0 Jf°
contained in G (See [K4]). Then

and

M exp 2tcî0 g séut{f)

does not depend on the choice of G.

Theorem 10.3.1 ([KK] Chapter I, §3). Assume that there exists an

invertible &A-modulei?suchthat if®2 coA ® cof '1. Then the

category of regular holonomic Sx-modules with support in A is equivalent

to the category of {&,AO'swhere & is a locally constant démodule

and M e séutçffF\

10.4. If u g Jt then the solution to L(P)(p 0 for with Pu 0

is called a principal symbol of u and denoted by a(w). The homogeneous

degree of a(u) is called the order of u. In the terminology of § 10.2, the

principal symbol is a section of Afomg^g^-ijßAu/SA{— l)u, and the

order is the eigenvalue of 0 in omgAjgA<< - Au/$A( — 1 )u,
I

I 10.4. When the characteristic variety is not smooth, we don't know much
1

about the structure of holonomic systems. In this direction, we have

Theorem 10.4.1 ([K-K] Theorem 1.2.2). Let Z be a closed analytic
1 subset of an open subset Q of T*X, n dim X, and let and AT

be holonomic Sx\ ^-modules.

(i) If dim Z ^ n — 1, then

T(Q; XeomgfJl, Af)) T(Q\Z, 3fomgx(Jt9 AT))

is injective.

j (ii) If dim Z < n — 2, then

T(Q; XeomsfJl, AT)) - T(Q\Z ; omêx(Jt9 AT))
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is an isomorphism.
In particular if Supp M c= A1 u A2 and if dim (A^AJ < n-2, £/zezz

^ 0 direct sum of two holonomic Sx-modules supported on A1 and
A2, respectively.

Here is another type of theorem.

Theorem 10.4.3 ([SKKO]). Let M Su S/ß he a holonomic
S-module defined on a neighborhood of p e T*X. Assume Supp M

Ax u A2 and

(i) Al9 A2 and AxnA2 are non-singular and dim Ax dim A2
n, dim (A1nA2) n— 1.

(ii) Tp, Ai Pi 7V A2 T^AinAJ for any p' in a neighborhood of p in
A1 n A2.

(iii) 77ze symbol ideal of ß coincides with the ideal of functions vanishing
on A1 uA2.

Setting k ordAlu — ordA2w — 1/2, we have

(a) Jt has a non-zero quotient supported on A Jt has a non-zero
submodule supported on A2 o k e Z.

(b) Mv is a simple Sp-module ok$ Z.

Sketch of the proof. By a quantized contact transformation, we can
transform p, Ax, A2 and / as follows:

p (0, dxj
Ai {(x, Q;x1 £,2 ». L 0}

A2 {(x, £); Xi x2 ^3 ^ 0} *

jf ^(x^É^ À,) + S{x2d2— p) ~f~ y d,•

i>2

In this case, we can easily check the theorem.

§11. Application to the ^-function (see [SKKO])

11.1. As one of the most successful application of microlocal analysis,
we shall sketch here how to calculate the h-function of a function under
certain conditions.
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11.2. Let / be a holomorphic function on a complex manifold X. Then,

it is proved ([Bj], [Be] [Kl]) that there exist (locally) a non zero

polynomial bis) and Pis) e 2>[s]9 0C[s] such that b{s)f{x)s
def C

for any seN. Such a polynomial b(s) of smallest degree is called the

^-function of fix) and is denoted by bf(s). For the relations between the

b-function and the local monodromy see [Ml], [K3].

11.3. Set / {P(s)e®[s]; P{s)fs 0 for seN} and Jf We

shall denote the canonical generator of Jf by fs. Then P(s)fs

-* P(s+1)/ •fseJfgives a ^-endomorphism of Jf and tJf 3>[_s]fs + 1.

Here fs+1 / • fseJf.In this terminology b/s) is the minimal polynomial

of s e Snd^Jf/tJf).
For XeC, we set 0[s]/(/ + 0[s] (s—A,)) and denote by fx the

canonical generator of Jix. Then fx+1*-+f fx defines a ^-linear homo-

morphism Jtx+1

11.4. Let W be the closure of

{(s,x,f) e C x T*Xf^ sd log f(x), fix) # 0}

in C x T*X. Set W0 W n {s 0} c T*X. Then we can prove

Proposition 11.4.1 ([Kl]).

(i) N is a coherent Q)x-module and Ch (Jf) p(W), where p is the

projection from C x T*X to T*X.

(ii) For any X e C, is a regular holonomic 2)x-module and

Ch (JtJ=W0.
(iii) JfjtJf is a regular holonomic @x-module and Ch (Jf/tJf)

W0n(nof)-\0).

11.5. In the sequel, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that there exists

a vector field v such that v(f) f. Therefore we have vk(fs) skfs.
Hence Jf is a ^-module generated by fs. If we set ß @ n ß, then

Jf Q)jß and ß S)[s~] (s — v) + @[_s]ß.

11.6. The following lemma is almost obvious but affords a fundamental
tool to calculate the è-function.
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Lemma 11.6.1. Let SF be an Sx-module and w a non-zero section
of F£. For XeC, we assume

(i) v(w) Xw

(ii) /w 0

(iii) fw 0.

Then we have bf(X) 0.

Proof There is a P e 9 such that bf(s)fs Pfs+1. Hence (bf(v)-Pf)fs
0, which implies bj{v) — Pfeß. Since bf(v)w bf(X)w we have

0 (bf(v) — Pf)w bf(X)w

This implies bf(X) — 0.

11.7. Let ß be the symbol ideal of ß. Then the zero set of ß is W,
and the zero of ß + (9a(v) is W0. Let A be an irreducible component of
W0. If ß + is a reduced ideal at a generic point p of A then
we call A a good Lagrangean.

If A is a good Lagrangean, then W is non-singular on a neighborhood
of a generic point p of A and a a(s) | w has non zero-differential. Let
p : W - X denote the projection. We define m(A) e N as the degree of zero
of / o p along A, and set fA (/°p/am(A)) | A. Let cd be the non-vanishing
rc-form on X. Then (p*co) A da is an (n+l)-form on W. Let p(A) be the
degree of zeros of (p*œ) A da along A, and let r| be the n-form on A
given by

p*co A da
r| A da.

If we set ka r| (g) cd® 1
g coA ® œ f 1, then this is independent of the

choice of cd. We have

Proposition 11.7.1 ([SKKO]). If A is a good Lagrangean, then for any
XeC, is a simple holonomic system on a neighborhood of a generic

point p of A and we have

(i) <y(fx)

Inparticular

ord fx=~m(A)\ —n(A)/2
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(ii) There exists a monic polynomial bA(s) of degree m(A) and an

invertible micro-differential operator PA of order m(A) such that

bA(s)fs PAf -fs in S ® Jf

and C7(PA)|A /Ä1 •

Remark that /A and coA are homogeneous of degree — m(A) and

— p(A), respectively.
Remark also that the minimal polynomial of seênâê(ê ®JfjtJf) |A

D

is bA(s). In fact, if Pfs+1 b(s)fs in i®then (P-PA^(s)-^))/* 0.

This implies that P • P A 1bA(v) — b(v) e if/. Hence

<j(P-PÂ lbA(v)-b(v))\w 0.

If ord P • PA1bA(v) ord P > deg b. then o{P) \ w 0. Therefore P P'

+ P"with P" e S'J and a(P') < a(P). Hence p'fs + 1 b(s)fs. Thus, we may
assume ord P ^ deg b. Then

0 o(b(v) — P-PA 'hA(r))| w b(a) - (a(P)\wfAbA{<j)).

This shows that b(s) is a multiple of bA(s).

Corollary 11.7.2. If every irreducible component of W0 is good
Lagrangean, then bf(s) is the least common multiple of the bA(s).

11.8. Let Ai and A2 be two good Lagrangeans. We assume the following
conditions for a point p e Ax n A2 :

(11.8.1) dimpAjL n A2 n— 1 and A1; A2 and Ar n A2 are non singular
on a neighborhood of p.

(11.8.2) For any point p' on a neighborhood of p in A1nA2, we have

7>A1 n L'A2 L>'(AlnA2)-
(11.8.3) / + d'CT(r) coincides with the defining ideal of Ax u A2 with the

reduced structure.

In this case we say that Ax and A2 have a good intersection.

We have the following theorem.
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Theorem 11.7.3. Let and A2 be good Lagrangeans with a good
intersection. If m(AJ ^ m(A2), then

m(Ai)-m(A2)-1 / { \
fi I ordA2/s-ordAl/s+- + /c1 bf(s).

In order to prove this let us take XeC such that

k ordAl/X - ordA2/x - 1/2 e N and
(11.8.4)

k'ord \Jv+l— ord \J— 1/2 eN.
Recall that

k (m(A2)-m(A1))X -1
1/2)

and k k +(m(A2) —m(A1)). Then by Theorem 10.4.3, J(x has a non-zero
quotient S£ whose support is Al# Let weif be the image of f%eJ(^.

Let a: -* be the canonical homomorphism and ß: Jt^+i
be the homomorphism given by fx+11-> / • f\ Then, since k'$N,J?x+1
has no non-zero quotient supported in A:. Hence a ° ß 0. Therefore
fw aß(fx+1) 0. Thus we can apply Lemma 11.6.1 to conclude that
b/X) 0. If k e Z with 0 ^ k < m(Ax) — m(A2) then

satisfies (11.8.4). This shows that bj{s) is a multiple of

m(Ai)-m(A2)- 1 / |n HAi)-»i(A2))S - - (pCAi)-p(A2)-1) ±

m(Ai)-m(A2)-1 / \
const. n ordA2/s - ordAl/S + - +

If we refine this argument, we can prove

Theorem 11.8.2 ([SKKO]). If and A2 are good Lagrangeans with
a good intersection and if m(A1) ^ m(A2) then

b a (s) m(Ai)-m(A2)-l / 1 \^ const 0 (ord../' - ordAl/- + - + A
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Example 11.8.3.

(i) X M„(Q C"2 and f(x) det x.

s+1

(T) 1/2

s -h 2

-2s-Aß b/s) Ö
j=i

s + n

— ns—n2/2

Here (a) means a good Lagrangean which is the conormal bundle to an

fl-codimensional submanifold. Ç)—Q means that the two corresponding

good Lagrangeans have a good intersection.

The polynomial attached to the intersection is the ratio of the

corresponding bA-functions, calculated by Theorem 11.8.2. The polynomial attached

to the circle is the order of fx.

(ii) x a, fix) xi + + x2n
'

® 0

S+l

® -S-1/2 b(s) (s+l) (s + n/2)

s + n/2

(n) —2s—n/2

(iii) X C3 f x2y + z2
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